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by Chair, Bryan Pilbeam

Last year I left BCHA members and the industry with a message: 2020
is our year to shine. The existing and new board members are more
bullish than ever before about providing you with opportunities to actively
participate in conversations that help drive us forward as an industry.
We will continue to drive value through programs and government
relations efforts that will directly impact your business, and we will be
the powerhouse voice that echoes and represents the needs of BC’s
lodging and hospitality industry.
While the association has many priorities for the year, our top priority
for Q1 was to provide the industry with a well-placed new chief executive
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officer (CEO) who will help in our journey to re-align ourselves as an
innovative, forward-thinking industry. Our Board will work closely with
the new CEO on overhauling the association’s strategic direction. This
means that we will be on the ground, listening, and collaborating with
members and partners throughout the province to better understand
the priorities that we need to tackle as a collective–and how we can
do that in a more efficient, creative, and groundbreaking way. With
that, I am pleased to say that we have delivered! On February 6th, we
announced the appointment of Ingrid Jarrett as our new CEO. Ingrid’s
longstanding reputation as a champion and leader in the hospitality
industry is complemented by her many accomplishments
as a member of our board. She is truly the best person
for the job, and I have the fullest confidence she will
achieve great things in her new role.
We believe that as we enter this new decade, the
voice of the people is what matters most. We will invest
more time in researching, listening, and learning, and
will take action related to data-based insights. By
opening our feedback loops and leveraging partner
and industry data, we can better understand where
to focus our efforts and resources to ultimately benefit
our membership and valued partners.
When we last spoke with you in the fall, the top
two challenges within hotel and lodging facilities that
were felt across the province were the ongoing labour
shortage and the threat and growth of short-term
rentals. These two issues have tested us, and we
have united and begun to fight back, making small
strides towards improving regulation, changing policy,
and affecting federal decisions, but there is still work
to be done. A large part of what we plan to tackle this
year is moving these two issues to the forefront of
our government relations efforts. We will be investing
more time in the meetings that hold the most value
for our association and will be teaming up with our
associates to devote time and brain power to these
high-priority issues.
As we are making progress on our strategic plan and
refining this strategy going forward, we need your voice
to be heard more than ever. Soon we will be releasing
a comprehensive member survey that will analyze your
needs, challenges, areas of strength and weakness,
where you see opportunity, and your largest threats.
The aggregate results of this survey will help inform
how we prioritize the BCHA in the coming months. We
ask for your attention and patience during this time of
transition and onboarding, as we’re investing time now
so that we can prosper later.
As we take this next step as an association, we
are seeking your support as members, partners,
collaborators, and colleagues. We will be reaching out
in the coming months with better ways for us to join
forces and be the pioneers for our industry. When I look
a year ahead, I see progression, success, expansion,
growth, and ambition.
As always, thank you for your ongoing support. We’re
very excited to bring you a renewed BCHA in 2020!

Courtesy of Eldorado Resort

Here
Comes the

Destination
Wedding

Why your Property Should
Save the Date for this
Marital Money Maker
by Joanne Sasvari

Destination weddings are all about the happily ever after–
especially for the property that hosts them.
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“You have no idea who’s in that room when you’re having that wedding.
There are so many exposure opportunities,” says Bobby Bissessar,
Marketing Manager, Hospitality, at the Eldorado Resort in Kelowna.
“Weddings bring people from across the world, and that helps us reach
people from outside Kelowna.”
Destination weddings are those where everyone in the party travels to
some place other than their hometown for the ceremony and activities
surrounding it. They are often more relaxed than traditional weddings
because there’s plenty of downtime to hit the beach or hang around the
pool. And done right, they are big business.
Worldwide, some 340,000 destination weddings take place each year,
according to Ampersand Travel’s Destination Weddings & Honeymoon
Report. With the average couple spending around $30,000 on their
nuptials, it’s little surprise that the destination wedding market accounts
for US$16 billion in annual spending.
That’s a whole lot of confetti you could be sharing.

Big Business for BC
Danielle Fox, the Special Events and Group Sales Manager at the
Wickaninnish Inn, has seen about 350 weddings over the last eight years.
One of the most memorable was a Vancouver couple who “created a
beautiful sitting area on the beach with vintage furniture, trunks, and
bulb lighting,” she recalls. “It was amazing to see them bring aspects of
her Iranian culture into the cuisine and dancing.”
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What made that wedding so successful was a clear vision and open
communication between the couple and the team at the Inn. Of course,
Fox and her team are old hands at this: each year, the Tofino property
hosts up to 40 weddings and 75-plus elopements, a category of intimate
and informal weddings that the Wickaninnish Inn pretty much created
in BC.

The destination wedding market accounts
for US$16 billion in annual spending.
But wedding bells are ringing at properties all over the province.
In Whistler, for instance, last year the all-suite boutique property Nita
Lake Lodge hosted 69 weddings for couples from Vancouver, the Island
and the Interior, as well as Australia and the UK. And in Kelowna, the
Eldorado Hotel and Manteo Resort–now combined as the Eldorado
Resort, operated by Argus Properties–have traditionally hosted about 80
weddings a year between them at venues that can accommodate parties
of up to 300 people. Now they’ve hired a Wedding Sales Manager, Livi
Waller, to grow the wedding business.
“With two properties, the hope is to increase the destination weddings
because we have a unique waterfront location, and real waterfront,” she
says. “I do a lot more than a sales manager. I love doing weddings.”

Under One Roof
For guests, the big advantage of a destination
wedding is that everything is taken care of,
from the flowers to the liquor licence to the
accommodation for guests, and all under
one roof.
“It’s the one shop for everything. They
don’t have to worry about paying for a shuttle
service to bring guests from the ceremony to
the reception,” says Waller. “Everything is very
personal, and I’m with them on the day of the
wedding. They just have to worry about décor
and the wedding cake.” And, says Bissessar,
“There’s an ease of access of food coming
straight from the kitchen. We know food is
probably the centrepiece of the night, so it’s
something that we put a lot of emphasis on.”
“We offer everything: accommodation,
food, spa, and an amazing setting. Nita Lake
Lodge is amazing, but I have to give credit to
Whistler as well,” says Susan Bain, the lodge’s
sales manager.
Unlike some larger properties, Nita Lake
does not have a wedding team on site, but
works with a preferred list of local vendors
such as planners, florists, and photographers.
“Relationship partnering is very important to
me,” Bain says. “We do connect our clients
with those local contacts so they can work

Photo by Tallevi Studios
Courtesy of Nita Lake Lodge

with a wedding planner. To have that liaison
is very important for a successful event. It’s
kudos to the talent we have in Whistler and the
Sea to Sky Corridor–we’re just blessed with
these amazing providers.”

Word of Mouth
If the value of a destination wedding for the
guest is convenience in a romantic setting,

for the property it’s twofold: revenue and
promotion.
“It definitely promotes the property on many
levels,” says Bissessar. “There’s the obvious
revenue aspect, but it also shows the property
in a different light. Weddings help create that
memory. I’ve met couples who are back here
on their one-year anniversary, then five-year,
10-year . . . you hear all these lovely stories.”
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For Bain, offering weddings was initially designed to take advantage
of an under-used ballroom–and quickly became a way to generate
additional revenue. “I like to think first that we are helping people, but
yeah,” she says, “it was an opportunity to utilize and share the greatness
of Nita Lake Lodge with this market, which is a big market in Whistler.”
Weddings also allow a property to show off what it does best: offer
thoughtful hospitality.
For the Wickaninnish Inn, that means offering personalized welcomes,
itineraries, custom menus, and unobtrusive service. “The wedding events
also allow us to welcome a number of guests in attendance who may
not have previously thought of the Inn as their own leisure destination,”
says Fox. “However, after experiencing the magic of their loved one’s
special day, they are captivated! Weddings create a word-of-mouth
opportunity that’s not often considered.”

No Downsides
The occasional bridezilla or drunken mishap aside, there are few
negatives for properties that offer destination weddings–as long as the
property is properly prepared.
“A lot of venues end up having someone who has no experience
doing weddings, so of course they think that it’s a nightmare. I’m a very
patient planner,” Waller says with a laugh. She advises, “Hire someone
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who has experience having weddings and provide them with everything
they need.”
Timing can be one concern–and so can the impact on service and
other guests. “Often weddings are held during peak season, which can
be taxing at an already busy time of year,” Fox admits. “It’s important
to consider bandwidth and staffing levels before committing to hosting
these events.”

Weddings create a word-of-mouth
opportunity that’s not often considered.
Most of all, she emphasizes, “Know your market! There are many
types of weddings and couples out there with a HUGE variety in pie
slices. Make sure you are solid on what, exactly, you offer and that
your capabilities are in alignment with what the couple is looking for.”
Above all, she says, “Be ready to go above and beyond in ways you
never imagined.”
Ultimately, Bissessar says, “We don’t see any downsides to having
weddings at our property. Exposure-wise, we say, keep them coming.”
Now that’s a true love story.

Look for
Creative Ways
to Go Way
Above and
Beyond
by Graham Sherman

“Create an experience SO great for our guests, they’ll have no choice
but to share the story with everyone they know!”
I think my staff might throw up if they hear that sentence one more
time from me, however, it’s the ‘culture statement’ that I ask everyone
in the company to measure their daily contribution against.
I remember years ago visiting the Apple store hoping to fix my iPhone
and a young man at the genius bar next to me was begging for help fixing
his computer. It was university mid-terms season and his computer was
done. I recognized his machine as being a true dinosaur of a Mac and
the employee started by informing this poor student that his machine
was not only dead, but also YEARS beyond warrantee. As this young
man was starting to well up with tears, the Apple staffer put a brand new
MacBook Pro on the counter for him and said we’re going to replace
this for you today, go kick ass on those exams!”
I think I’ve passionately told that story about a hundred times since
that day. I called a buddy as I was walking out declaring THIS is why I
love this company! I posted on social media about it. I literally looked
for opportunities to work this story into conversations, and at one point
I recognized the power of what that gesture was creating. It wasn’t just
for that one individual.
That experience, that story, was being leveraged across entire social
media networks. Thousands of people were becoming genuinely
affected by a story from the perspective of the customer as opposed
to the story as told by the company. Apple wasn’t bragging. I was
evangelizing them with my incredible experience to everyone I knew.
Ultimately I realized that the impact of the message is exponentially
increased when passionately told through the eyes of happy customers
rather than from the marketing department of a company.
With this epiphany in mind, I began to obsess about the experiences

we were creating for people walking daily through our doors at Tool Shed
Brewing Company. Is our experience phenomenal enough that people
would leave with their jaws on the floor, phoning friends and posting
their experience throughout their social media networks? If not, why not?
Challenging our staff to maintain this culture statement in our business
has created an environment that gives everyone the permission AND
the authority to think of creative ways to go way above and beyond.
What if the packaging staff took a few minutes out of their next canning
run to grab the guests from the taproom, bring them into the back, and
share their very first sips out of the tanks? They can enjoy beer so fresh
it’s literally seconds old!
What if the front-of-house staff took the time to learn all the names
of the regulars, recognized their cars pull up, and had their favourite
beer poured, pint in hand, while holding the door to welcome these
guests? What if you gave your staff permission to brainstorm fun and
exciting ways to blow your guests’ minds and then rewarded them for
their creative ideas?
You can call it customer service, hospitality, tourism, or anything else
you wish. I think the core of what we’re all trying to do is share genuine,
authentic, passionate experiences with everyone around us. I’ve learned
that adherence to a culture statement like ours certainly doesn’t happen
on its own. If our staff are going to buy in, it has to be authentically woven
into the DNA of our day-to-day behaviour in every aspect of the business.
Today I’m going to go ask the COO how he’s creating an experience
so great that our guests have no choice but to share it with everyone
they know! I can’t wait to hear what he has to say!
Please come to the 2020 BC Hospitality Summit in Kelowna, April 6
and 7 to hear Graham speak on Why Collaboration Beats Competition.
InnFocus 9
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The Many
Wells of

Wellbeing
by Laura Starr

Health and wellness is not a new concept for the hotel industry,
however, over the years it has undergone many new interpretations and
manifestations. As hotels have tried to stay on top of what appeals to
consumers, it has become obvious that health and wellness means many
different things to many different people.
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For some, it is reached through serenity and
disconnection, while for others, it is attained
through adventure, sweat, and movement.
Indulgent spa days and fancy feasts help
to balance the lives of some people, while
camping in nature and having access to
minimal resources helps others to feel
grounded and reconnected to their sense
of being. Although the trends are endlessly
evolving, the hotel industry faithfully continues
to reinvent health and wellness to offer their
customers the best possible experiences.
From the amenities available, to fitness
facilities and menu offerings, here is a look at
how some BC hotels are offering health and
wellness to their customers.

Time Stands Still at Rockwater Secret
Cove Resort, Halfmoon Bay
A beautiful getaway tucked into a nook of
BC’s secluded Sunshine Coast, Rockwater
Secret Cove Resort is a destination for anyone
wanting to slow down their pace and nuzzle
in with nature, and nature is exactly what

Courtesy of Tyax Lodge & Heliskiing
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Courtesy of Rockwater Secret Cove Resort

Rockwater taps into when it comes to offering health and wellness to
their visitors. From a wooden boardwalk that navigates you through
forest trails to your oceanfront, cliffside glamping tent complete with a
hydrotherapy jacuzzi sporting the best tubside view you could imagine,
they are correct in stating, “time slows down to almost nothing in our
oceanfront haven.”
Embracing their landscape and the healing that comes with bathing in
nature, Rockwater also offers spa treatments in a glamping tent, private
yoga classes, and a myriad of other nature-based activities such as
diving, kayaking, and golfing. Their restaurant boasts a menu featuring
West Coast cuisine with local, sustainable BC products, and an almost
exclusively BC wines-by-the-glass list.

include guided heli-skiing, mountain-biking, horseback riding, and hiking
tours, all combined with luxury resort accommodations.
Despite the thrilling nature of their outdoor ventures, Tyax rounds
out their experience with relaxing and nature-based downtime,
understanding that not everyone wants to go-go-go 100% of the time.
In fact, whether you’re “looking to do a lot or a lot of nothing,” Tyax

High-Country Adventure at Tyax Lodge & Heliskiing, Gold Bridge

will fit your wellness desires, whether that means relaxing on a dock
with a drink, or taking advantage of their upmarket spa, which boasts
indulgent yet sustainable pampering services that draw from their alpine
surroundings (meaning your facial treatment might use local glacial clay
or cold-pressed pacific seaweed!).

This alpine adventure getaway is cradled in BC’s renowned Chilcotin
Mountains and combines luxury resort life with wilderness adventures.
Their health and wellness offerings are for a specific demographic of
customers: backcountry fanatics. We’re talking vacation packages that
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Time slows down to almost nothing
in our oceanfront haven.

Their local and sustainable focus is also at the heart of their food
offerings, with menus prepared by renowned Chef Daniel Crane, a
Vancouver Islander who hails from Port Hardy. Crane is adamant about
sourcing locally and working with the people who grow the food, and
uses only the freshest, seasonal ingredients. They also endeavor to
bake their own bread, butcher their own meat, and make their own
charcuterie, all in an effort to respect and properly represent the land.
This results in better, healthier food for the guests, as well as a healthier,
minimal impact on the earth.

Traditionally Specific with Prestige Hotels & Resorts’
14 Properties across BC
Although Prestige Hotels and Resorts offer a more traditional hotel and
resort experience, they remain a niche in the market, being a family-owned
chain with customer service and kindness at the core of their business
model. With 14 properties across BC, including in the Okanagan Valley,
Kootenay Rockies, Vancouver Island, and Northern BC, their locations,
restaurants, and amenities speak to the place they represent.
For example, the Prestige Beach House in Kelowna offers a slightly
different experience than a stay at the Prestige Mountain Resort
in Rossland, based on one being in Okanagan wine country, and
the other being a sought-after ski destination. Regardless of which
#PrestigeAdventures you are up for (the hashtag is used to follow customer
adventures to the different BC destinations), the wellness needs of their
guests are always considered. Regardless of your location, you can expect
either an on-location spa, or an affiliation with one close by. Workout
facilities are the same, either on-premise or close by. Hot tubs and pools
are standard, and their restaurant program is always evolving to keep
up with guest preferences, and what is local and fresh. That said, each
destination boasts its own unique offering, and Prestige customizes the
experiences, amenities, and packages, to fit each guest demographic.
Here’s a quick look at some of the unique offerings from different locations:
Prestige Beach House in Kelowna
• Free yoga classes at Hot Box Yoga Studio for all registered guests
• Complimentary cruiser bikes, sporting equipment, and beach toys
• Packages curated for wine tours and golf experiences

Prestige Mountain Resort in Rossland
• A sauna in addition to a hot tub, perfect for post skiing
• Packages curated for Prestige ski experiences and golf tours
Prestige Vernon Lodge & Conference Centre
• Incorporates nature INSIDE the building design (yes, a creek runs
through the hotel!) including a massive garden atrium that has become
the trademark of the destination
• Packages curated for golf experiences

Facial treatment might use local glacial clay
or cold-pressed pacific seaweed!
Prestige Radium Hot Springs Resort
• Complimentary sporting equipment, beach toys, and a library
• Packages curated around hot spring experiences, luxury pampering
spa retreats, and golf tours
Prestige Oceanfront Resort in Sooke
• Packages curated around nature experiences, such as kayaking,
whale watching, and fishing tours, in addition to spa pampering
• An extravagant penthouse ocean view experience is offered, for the
ultimate retreat. It includes champagne upon arrival, a 7-course private
chef prepared dinner with wine pairings, and spa services.
There are so many ways to offer up health and wellbeing to guests
in a hotel. Whether you are catering to adrenaline fiends, campers, or
bachelorette parties in wine country, you have plenty of options cut
out for you. What matters is that you know what health and wellness
means to you and your brand, and the demographic of guests that
stay with you (or you are reaching out to!). So what makes you happy
and healthy?
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by Terry Duzenberry

Make the Most Out of your BC Hotel Association
Membership in 2020
Welcome to 2020! As we enter a new year and decade, many of us explore
resolutions and goals, and at the BC Hotel Association, we want to focus on
providing you the most value—how we can help you leverage opportunities
and work more collaboratively to advance the hotel and lodging industry.
As part of your membership with the BCHA, we’d like you to explore
various new initiatives that we’ve implemented, which will help improve
your day-to-day operations, marketing efforts, and to help drive general
awareness of your business.
So, how can you work with us to make the most or your membership?

Content Collaboration
Allow us to help you promote your business by sharing your creative
and visual assets, and ultimately gain more exposure.
• Send us your high resolution, professional photos and videos to share
with media, and to promote via the BCHA’s social media channels,
website, and e-newsletter.
• Tell us about what’s going on with your property from renovations
and new hotel restaurant openings, to seasonal offers and packages,
and we will help cross-promote it through our channels! Be sure to
include any unique offerings, such as an onsite wellness concierge,
unique and cutting-edge eco-friendly initiatives or onsite cultural guides
and programs. Ask yourself, what sets your property apart from others?
Become one of our feature #MemberMoment(s).
• Update your information in our CRM and list your property for free in
our member directory. The listing includes a logo and photo! You can
do this by logging into the member portal and clicking on logo update.

Share Your Voice!
Become the voice of your region/community and join us in our advocacy
efforts on behalf of the industry.
• We are seeking BCHA member spokespeople to participate in print
media, online, and broadcast interviews, and represent their property
and community in the latest regional news and industry trends. You can
help us elevate the industry by:
- Working with us as a spokesperson to help us move important issues
into the spotlight;
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- Supporting policy adoption by engaging with our government relations
team, and participating in our surveys and feedback forms; and
- Joining the conversation to keep regulatory bodies informed about
what we as an industry need to grow and thrive.

Save those $$$
Understand and take advantage of our cost savings programs as part
of your member benefits – better yet, tell us what you’d like to see as
a member benefit.
• Join our member exclusive Hospitality Commercial Insurance
Program, designed with the lodging industry in mind. It offers rate stability
and many features like cyber insurance that are typically add-ons with
other insurance programs.
• Participate in our Members Only Employee Benefits Program. Studies
show that employee benefit programs aid in job satisfaction and thereby
create longer term employees. Preferred pricing and rate stability is
available for BCHA members.
• Join FoodBuy and get monthly cheques by using the same suppliers.
Preferred pricing and cashback of 2–4%, with no annual fees or minimum
spending commitments.
• Use Sherwin Williams for all your paint and coating needs. Every
BCHA member has an account setup at the location nearest you that
will honour BCHA exclusive pricing.
• Join GreenKey Global, a great marketing tool that saves money and
reduces your environmental impact by providing the tools needed to
garner your Green Certification. BCHA2020 discount code will save you
on your annual fees.
• Coming soon! Get your team certified with the Heart of Hospitality
Program, a self-paced and personalized one-on-one online training for
Front Desk Staff to receive the CHH designation. There are significant
cost savings available exclusively to BCHA Members.
The above is only a small example of the ways you can make the most
of your BCHA membership. Learn about more options to increase the
value of your membership by reaching out to our Associate Members.
Check the member directory through our online portal, call me at
604-443-4753 to discuss what you are looking for, or email
membership@bcha.com.

Hospitality Charity’s Fundraisers:
A Good Time for a Good Cause
The BC Hospitality Foundation (BCHF) is our province’s only charity
devoted exclusively to helping people in the hospitality industry. Our
organization was founded on the idea that we in BC’s hospitality sector
should help our own, and we still receive no government funding. Instead
we raise money by hosting fun events, as well as receiving proceeds
from online lotteries and third-party events. We also benefit from a
growing Employee Payroll Deduction program. We hope you’ll support
some – or all! – of our fundraising initiatives noted below.
This year is the 10th anniversary of DISH (Drink. Indulge. Savour. Help),
our signature food and wine tasting event. We’ll gather at Vancouver
Convention Centre’s Parkview Terrace on Wednesday, April 29th to
enjoy samples from New Zealand Wine Growers (New Zealand is this
year’s theme region) paired with bites from several top local restaurants.
There’ll be live music and our legendary cocktail competition. Please
plan to join us at the trade tasting or/and the evening consumer event:
tickets for the consumer portion are just $79. As well, we’re still
looking for items for the event’s silent auction, so please contact us at
lucy@bchospitalityfoundation.com if you can donate.

We’re also looking forward to hosting our annual golf tournaments in
Vancouver and Victoria. Each tournament includes food and beverages
at many holes, a sparkling wine reception, dinner, and a silent auction.
Please stay tuned for this year’s tournament dates!
Finally, we hope you’ll consider joining our Employee Payroll Deduction
program. Although the amount each employee contributes can be as
little as $1 a week, the money provides a welcome steady stream of
income, and individuals who donate $25 or more over the course of a year
receive a tax receipt. Please email us at info@bchospitalityfoundation.
com for an easy-to-use package to start a payroll deduction program
at your business.
Since 2006 the BCHF has given out more than $1 million in grants to
hospitality workers facing financial crisis due to a health condition, as
well as providing scholarships to students enrolled in hospitality-related
educational programs. Thank you for your support, and we hope to
see you soon!

Next Issue: Summer 2020

Book your ad
by April 24

Driving Direct Bookings – See how brands and independents are encouraging
guests to book direct.
Reducing your Environmental Impact – Guests are becoming increasingly
concerned about the environment, so how can you be more eco-friendly?
Reinventing your Lobby – A lobby is a gathering place, so how can you enhance
the atmosphere?
Dealing with Guest Entitlement – Is the guest always right? Not when they’re
abusing your staff.
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Vancouver
Island’s
Wild West Coast
by Joanne Sasvari

Beyond the Snow
Visitors are drawn to the wild beauty of Vancouver Island’s west
coast, to the top-notch surfing, the compelling Indigenous culture,
and one of Canada’s liveliest culinary scenes.
Long the home of the Nuu-chah-nulth people, this is still a
remote, sparsely populated area, where the two biggest
communities, Tofino and Ucluelet, are separated by Long
Beach and the Pacific Rim National Park Reserve.

Until 1996, when the high-end Wickaninnish Inn
opened just south of Tofino, accommodation here
was fairly rustic and more often than not involved
pitching a tent. Since then, numerous other properties
have opened; the latest, planned for spring 2020, is a
91-room Hotel Zed. Long Beach Lodge Resort, owned
by Victoria developer Tim Hackett, opened in April 2002.
“He grew up camping and surfing around Tofino, back
when you could still drive a car on the beach,” says the
resort’s business manager, Samantha Hackett. When a
property on the surfing mecca of Cox Bay came available, it
was the opportunity he’d been waiting for to build his dream
resort.
“He picked all the elements, that post-and-beam design,
the living room feel of the Great Room, the open concept of the
kitchen that makes you feel like you’re at home,” Hackett says.
“Then he focused on learning how to run the lodge.”
The airy Great Room is the heart of the resort and offers fine
food and excellent ocean views with cozy seats beneath a large
Raven mask, which is just one of the many works of Indigenous art
throughout the property.
The main lodge houses 41 guest rooms, most of them beachfront, and
20 cottages, each with two bedrooms, two baths, a hot tub, and fireplace.
And just metres away are the waves of Cox Bay. In 2009, the resort
created a surf club “and started embracing surfing in a new way,” Hackett
says. They began offering lessons and rentals and, in 2011, erected a club
building with change rooms, showers, and other amenities. Now the club
is expanding with food, licensed beverages, and a place to store surfboards
and gear.

Photo by PHM
Courtesy of Long Beach Lodge Resort
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That’s in addition to what the resort already offers, such as “après
surf” from 2 to 6 pm daily in the Great Room, or the beachside vibe of
the casual SandBar Bistro on the lower level. “Other than sitting on the
beach, it’s the closest you can get to the surf in Tofino,” Hackett says.
But surfing isn’t the only aquatic activity on this coast, and the new
Tofino Resort + Marina is here to provide access to all the rest.
In 2017, president Willie Mitchell, the two-time Stanley Cup winner, and
his partners Dan Hamhuis and Andrew Purdey invested in the former
Marina West property to develop Tofino’s only full-service resort located
right on the Tofino inlet, just a short walk from the town centre.
“Willie Mitchell was born and raised on Vancouver Island and has
always been passionate about adventure and the ocean,” says marketing
manager Mike Cloney. It’s little wonder then that his property appeals to
“adventure seekers coming to battle the waves, or forage beneath them,
and foodies drawn to the unique tastes of Tofino’s incredible culinary
scene, looking for a hip home base.”
The 63-guest-room property sprawls over five acres that comprise
the Tuff Fit gym, a private function room, a dock where Harbour Air
flights from Vancouver deplane, and two restaurants, 1909 Kitchen and
The Hatch Waterfront Pub, overseen by Top Chef Canada winner Paul
Moran. Décor is sleek and European, with a west coast ambience thanks
to the floor-to-ceiling wall wraps by celebrated wildlife photographer
Jeremy Koreski.
The most distinctive aspect of the resort is its Marine Adventure
Centre, which offers whale or bear watching, hot springs tours, paddle
boarding, fishing, and experiences like the “The Ultimate Adventure,”
which combines crabbing or fishing with wildlife viewing and a “Cook
Your Catch” dinner at 1909 Kitchen.
There’s even more adventure to be found 40 kilometres down the road
in Ucluelet–or Ukee, as residents fondly call it–a very different community
from touristy Tofino. Wild, rugged and traditionally blue collar, its homes
and businesses are scattered along a rocky peninsula that is increasingly
attracting young couples like Warren Barr and Lily Verney-Downey, who
opened Pluvio Restaurant + Rooms in 2019.
“We had both separately always wanted to open our own restaurant
before meeting, and it was really important to both of us that it was a
restaurant and rooms and not just a restaurant,” says Verney-Downey, who
was previously guest services manager at the Wickaninnish Inn, where

Photo by Kyler Vos
Courtesy of Tofino Resort + Marina

Barr was executive chef. Their restaurant-and-rooms concept is unique
in a community of mostly B&Bs and a handful of resorts, motels, guest
suites, and campgrounds.
The property, located in the heart of the village, is relatively tiny,
only 40 ft. wide and 250 ft. long. It features an award-winning 32-seat
restaurant, a guest reception and office with a rooftop garden, and four
newly built boutique hotel rooms.
“We designed the rooms ourselves and were fortunate to work with
some wonderful local artists and artisans on the construction of the
rooms,” Verney-Downey says. “We wanted to make sure that the rooms
were a reflection of the area we live in, bringing natural elements from
the coast into each room, and also that they were an extension of the
restaurant, too.”
Ucluelet, they’ve discovered, is warm and welcoming with an authentic
courtesy
of Pluvio
Restaurant
Rooms
small-town feeling. Sure, they Photo
struggle
with
staffing,
like+any
seasonal
destination. And storms, earthquakes, and landslides like the one that
closed Highway 4 in January are a constant concern.
But they love it, and so do their guests. “Often people are surprised
to find a restaurant and hotel of this caliber in a small town such as this,”
she says, “but that only enhances the experience.”

Courtesy of Pluvio Restaurant + Rooms
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Hoteliers Face
Fallout from

BC
Housing
Crisis

by Tania Moffat | photos courtesy of Fairmont Hotsprings Resort

The housing crisis in BC is province-wide, and it’s critical. A massive injection of
affordable housing is required, but that won’t be coming soon. In the meantime,
hoteliers are experiencing the fallout. Finding housing for their employees has
become a necessity for many, and it has completely changed the way they do business.
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City Struggles
In Vancouver, sky-high rental costs drive some employees to find
accommodations outside of the city. Jeremy Roncoroni, general
manager at The St. Regis Hotel, hasn’t had employees come to him
directly regarding housing issues; however, he does note that several
staff members live in Port Coquitlam, Burnaby, and other bedroom
communities. Housing there can be a quarter of the cost of Vancouver.
Living outside the city poses its own problems, often adding a rather
dreadful commute. Residents of Surrey, located a short 20 kilometres
from Vancouver, can add up to three hours of travel time to their day.
While long commutes are not ideal, at least there is existing infrastructure
set up to help residents.

Resort Woes
Resort towns present even more challenges. With limited spaces in
which to live and the high cost of existing housing, workers can shy
away from taking positions in these locations.
These problems are not limited to resorts, cities like Kelowna,
Penticton, and others in the Okanagan Valley experience many of the
same issues. In desperate need of employees, hoteliers are going to
extraordinary lengths to assist their staff with housing options.
Whistler’s vacancy rate is less than half a per cent, making it nearly
impossible to find a place to live. The Sundial Hotel, a boutique
establishment in Whistler Blackcomb, continually faces the challenge
of having to secure housing for its staff.
“Most of our employees come from outside the resort, whether it is
from other parts of Canada, Australia, Japan, Germany, or the United
Kingdom. We need to be able to offer them not only a job, but a place
to live. As a smaller property, venturing into the staff accommodation
sector was new to us,” says General Manager, Ryan Cooling.
“The resort has purchased two four-bedroom homes, each capable of
housing up to eight people. One of the houses is within walking distance
of the hotel while the other is located in Emerald, a 10-minute bus ride
away,” adds Cooling. Employees are expected to share common areas

and room with one other person. They are charged a pro-rated nightly
fee deducted from their weekly cheques.
Operationally, purchased and rental properties can be challenging
to manage. Sundial Hotel has recently hired a part-time staff
accommodation manager to meet new employees and familiarize
them with the house and area. Duties also include all the day-to-day
responsibilities for the property such as garbage disposal.

The resort has purchased two fourbedroom homes, each capable of
housing up to eight people.
After attending a job fair at Selkirk College in Nelson, BC, Cooling
began to tailor the hotel’s pitch. “I realized that in order to entice
international students, I had to lay out the whole package—how to
get to Whistler, where they would stay, and what compensation was
included. Being new to the province, they needed to feel comfortable
about working here,” he says.
In the Okanagan, Alison Crick, human resource director at SilverStar
Mountain Resort shares a similar frustration. “Despite owning two
housing complexes, each capable of accommodating 165 staff, finding
all the necessary housing the resort requires can get quite tricky. There
aren’t many options. If you can’t find your staff somewhere to stay, you
won’t have them, and then you can’t operate.”

The Impact of Short-term Rentals
Limited housing in the town means the resort also contacts homeowners
to lease their properties if they aren’t using them. “The biggest change
we’ve noticed in the last few years is the increase in Airbnb short-term
housing rentals,” Crick says of the trend.
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The influx of short-term property rentals has had a negative effect on
the hotel industry across the province. These higher-yielding rentals have
removed properties previously in the rental pool for staff.
“Our housing complexes offer hostel-style living, and for those who
prefer more private quarters, we lease condos on the mountain and in
Vernon, the closest town. Local companies are more likely to rent to the
resort than to seasonal staff, so we essentially become their landlord,”

Our housing complexes offer hostel-style
living, and for those who prefer more
private quarters, we lease condos on the
mountain and in Vernon.
Crick adds about SilverStar Mountain Resort’s proactive approach to
housing.
Rentals in nearby towns are often limited, rooms may come
unfurnished, and as many staff don’t have vehicles, the resort must
ensure transportation is available. SilverStar provides its employees in
Vernon with a shuttle service. Others offer bus passes or prorated rent
to reflect the cost of travel.
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Vivek Sharma is the Chief Executive Officer of Fairmont Hot Springs
Resort located in the southeastern part of the province and is also a
member of the BC Hotel Association’s (BCHA) board of directors. He
says that housing challenges are a top priority for the hotel association
and for himself as a business operator.
Currently, his resort has housing for approximately 80 people, but
more is needed. “The Fairmont Hot Springs Resort is lucky because
we are both owners and developers, and as such, we have access to
a lot of land. Building housing, however, requires a significant capital
injection upfront. We are working with a variety of builder partners to
develop a program whereby we would provide the land, and our builder
partner would build the homes, and we would rent them on long-term
leases,” explains Sharma.
Through the BCHA, Sharma sees more and more hoteliers working
with local communities and governments to find temporary housing
for their employees. As each city is different, the solutions vary. Some
innovative ideas include providing a location for private RV parking,
purchasing or renting RVs, yurts, and tiny homes to rent back to their
staff.
BCHA’s main priority is to find solutions to the housing crisis for
its members and ensure that it remains top of mind for the provincial
government. Until the housing shortage is resolved, it seems the burden
remains on the back of hotel owners.

Safety Savvy
Businesses
Save Big!
by go2HR

You already know that workplace injuries can be costly. Aside from the
impact on the injured employee, accidents can affect your business’s
reputation, reduce staff productivity and morale, and potentially damage
equipment or property. You might also be aware that injuries negatively
affect your WorkSafeBC insurance premiums—but the toll could be
greater than you think.
Hotels in BC are grouped within the same classification unit, and
each pays the same base premium rate according to their assessable
payroll. The 2020 base rate for overnight accommodation is $1.63,
which means for every $100 of reported payroll each business must pay
$1.63 to WorkSafeBC for insurance purposes. An employer’s individual
experience rating is determined by their historical safety performance,
allowing for up to a 50% discount or a 100% surcharge to be applied
against the base rate.
Let’s take the example of Hotel A and Hotel B (real businesses). Both
are similar in size and payroll, and their operating environments are
nearly identical. However, Hotel A pays an annual premium of $103,913,
while Hotel B forks out $222,762—more than double. Why the disparity?
You may assume that major accidents are the cause of Hotel B’s
poor experience rating, but the data shows otherwise. High premiums
can also arise when day-to-day injuries accumulate over time. In hotels,
certain departments are particularly prone to these types of repetitive
minor incidents, and housekeeping tops the list.
“There tend to be a lot of mature workers in the housekeeping
workforce, and the nature of the work means these employees are
more likely to suffer strains, sprains, and other musculoskeletal injuries,”
says Julie Wright, HR director at The Inn at Laurel Point. “It can take a
while to recover, and more time off work can contribute significantly to
higher premiums.”

Musculoskeletal injuries are very common. In 2018, nearly 60% of
accommodation sector claims were related to such injuries. Claims from
the mature workforce have steadily increased over the last five years,
and continue to grow as the population ages.
Fortunately, there is hope to reduce the occurrence of these common
injuries—and the first step is implementing an effective health and safety
program. Best of all, the process doesn’t have to be overwhelming.
Hotels can start by taking go2HR’s 10-minute Safety Basics Assessment,
available on www.go2hr.ca, which will establish the business’ safety
strengths and suggest areas of improvement.
To support housekeeping staff, consider sharing the engaging video
series for room attendants. go2HR’s resource library also features
supplementary safe work procedure posters and a discussion guide
that will ensure your housekeeping department is up-to-speed on
safety. By establishing a strong health and safety foundation, as well
as training workers to navigate common hazards, you can significantly
reduce workplace injuries and, as a result, enjoy lower premiums and
a happier workplace. For more information, see go2’s resource library
on www.go2hr.ca.
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2020

Outlook
for the BC
Hotel Industry
by Carrie Russell

Hotel performance in BC noted its eighth consecutive year of RevPAR
growth, reaching $139 in 2019. For the last three years occupancy has
plateaued at just over 70%, while average annual room rate growth has
averaged 5.3% since 2012. Even though the BC lodging industry has reached
peak performance levels, and RevPAR and profitability are at all-time highs,
growth has begun to slow and operating performance appears to be shifting into
a lower gear. From 2014 through 2018, RevPAR growth in the province exceeded
10% annually, while 2019 has noted a much more moderate growth rate of 2.6%.
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Looking across the country, BC is leading the nation with highest
occupancy and average room rates as well as the healthiest growth
rates for these indicators. In 2019, RevPAR for the country contracted
for the first time in nine years, while BC continued to grow at the fastest
rate of any of the provinces. While demand growth in BC is positive, part
of the strength of the BC hotel market is related to the limited number of
new hotels that have been built recently as compared to other regions.
BC, and in particular the Lower Mainland and Greater Victoria, continue
to be difficult markets in terms of finding available land for feasible
hotel projects. This has minimized competition for existing hotels and
allowed the industry to retain its pricing power and post average room
rate gains. In 2019, four new hotels opened in BC and all were small
boutique properties ranging in size from 8 to 71 rooms, with the largest
being the new Seaside Hotel & Spa in North Vancouver.

Demand Outlook
The economic outlook for BC continues to be positive with the
Conference Board of Canada anticipating another year during which
the province’s economic growth will rank in the top three in the country,

BC is leading the nation with highest
occupancy and average room rates.
with a GDP forecast of 2.6%, up from 2019. This bodes well for the
hotel sector and investment spending in the LNG projects, Site C Dam,
and the Trans Mountain Pipeline, which will create demand for hotel
rooms in the northern areas of the province. 2020 is expected to be a
strong convention year in Greater Vancouver, which will benefit hotels
throughout Metro Vancouver, and the cruise market continues to expand
in both the Port of Vancouver as well as Victoria. There has been relative
stability in the Canadian dollar at a level that makes US and international
travel to Canada desirable and continues to keep Canadians travelling
within the country, which is always a benefit to BC. These factors point to
another healthy year for demand in the province; however, currently there
is a big question mark about the potential impact of the Coronavirus on
hotel demand. With numerous flights between Vancouver International
Airport and China cancelled indefinitely, the impact could be substantial
depending on the duration of the outbreak. Annually flights to and from
the Asia-Pacific region represent over 15% of the volume through YVR,
while Tourism Vancouver statistics note travellers from China represent
almost 3% of total visitation. During the 2003 SARS crisis, hotel demand
in BC declined by 1.8% provincially and 2.4% in Greater Vancouver, so it
remains to be seen how this health crisis will impact demand. It is also
noteworthy that as demand declined so did average room rates, with
rates in the province dropping 3.6% at that time.

Supply Outlook
While supply growth is still modest compared to other regions of the
country, the province is expecting to see an increase in new hotels in
2020. Presently there are ten hotels under construction throughout
BC with a total of 1050 rooms. The Okanagan Valley will see the most
significant increase in the number of rooms with five of the ten new
hotels being built in this region.

Hotels Under Construction in BC
Project Name
Opus Hotel Versante
Hampton Inn & Suites
Hyatt Place Kelowna
Holiday Inn Express Chilliwack East
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Microtel
Fairfield Inn & Suites
Hotel Zed
Hyatt Place Prince George

City
Richmond
Kelowna
Kelowna
Chilliwack
Penticton
Salmon Arm
Kelowna
Kitimat
Tofino
Prince George

Rooms
110
140
161
68
98
95
62
121
91
104

While this uptick in new supply is substantial, it is only a 1.1% increase in
the total supply of rooms in the province and well below the almost 2%
increase in supply anticipated for the country. The impact of this new
supply will be felt most significantly in Kelowna, where three new hotel
offerings are expected to open in 2020. The new supply in the Lower
Mainland and the Fraser Valley is expected to be absorbed quickly given
the limited rooms that have been added to the region in recent years.
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Overall Performance
Prior to the outbreak of the Coronavirus,
it would have been safe to anticipate that
demand and supply growth would continue
to be in relative balance in BC in 2020, and
the forecast for occupancy would be around
70% or comparable to the three prior years.
Average room rate growth would be expected
to continue albeit at a more modest range of 2
to 4%. But with the current uncertainty around
global travel and the unforeseeable duration
of this outbreak, it is difficult to forecast the
performance for 2020 with any level of clarity.
We know from prior experience that BC and
Ontario will be most directly impacted, as
they are home to the gateway airports from
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Presently there are ten hotels under construction
throughout BC with a total of 1050 rooms.
Asia and have been the first provinces to note
cases of the virus. That said, the brunt of the
impact on hotels in the province will likely be in
Metro Vancouver; the impact on other regions
should not be as pronounced. Historically, if
demand is impacted by a major global event
such as this outbreak, hoteliers will react to
lower occupancy levels and reduce average
room rates to maintain market share. If this
happens, BC would likely see its first RevPAR
decline since 2011, the post-Olympic year
when RevPAR normalized following the
Olympic boom year in 2010.

Carrie Russell (crussell@hvs.com) is a Senior
Managing Partner at HVS Canada (www.
hvs.com), a hotel consulting and appraisal
firm with associates in Vancouver, Calgary,
Toronto, and Montreal. She has AACI and MAI
real estate designations and has been part
of the real estate and hotel industry for more
than 23 years. At HVS, Carrie is involved with
asset management, contract negotiation, due
diligence, feasibility studies, and appraisals for
hotels and resorts across Canada.

by Marina Lecian

New BCHA Members

The BC Hotel Association welcomes these new members
and associate members:
Comfort Inn, Chilliwack
Duffin Cove, Tofino
Focus Hospitality, Wheeling
Green Key Global, Ottawa
Hotel Belmont, Vancouver
Intello Technologies, Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu
IslandAire, Mississauga
Matrix Hospitality Furniture Inc., Toronto
Microtel Inn & Suites, Kelowna
Peaks Lodge Revelstoke, Revelstoke
Peerless Contract, Acton Vale
Skky Hotel, Whitehorse
Surestay Castlegar, Castlegar
Sysco, Port Coquitlam

New TIABC Board Members

TIABC welcomes new incoming Board members:
Beverley DeSantis, Tourism Kamloops
Ian MacPhee, Prince of Whales
Michael J. Ballingall, Big White Ski Resort

Congratulations
Congratulations to The Lund Resort at Klah ah men for receiving the
2019 Most Outstanding Indigenous Accommodations Award presented
at the 8th annual International Indigenous Tourism Conference (IITC)
Awards Gala in November.

Appointments

Chemistry Consulting Group partners Christine Willow and Frank Bourree
have sold their business to Kim Osborne and Sheenagh Beadell, who
are senior consultants at the firm. Willow and Bourree will be moving into
semi-retirement and working on special interest projects.

2019 World Ski Awards

The World Ski Awards were created to elevate standards within the ski
industry, recognizing, rewarding, and celebrating excellence in ski tourism
across the globe. Awards span across the world’s top 25 ski tourism
nations, with categories that include ‘Best Ski Resort’, ‘Best Ski Hotel’,
‘Best Ski Boutique Hotel’, and ‘Best Ski Chalet’. A record number of
votes were cast for Canada’s Best Boutique Ski Hotel in which The Josie
Hotel in Rossland claimed the coveted award while The Pan Pacific
Whistler Mountainside was awarded Canada’s Best Ski Hotel for the
seventh year in a row.

by Marina Lecian

The new Mobile Housekeeping and Maintenance application allows
housekeepers to track their work and mark rooms as clean in real time
using their own smartphones, and maintenance can manage their projects
using a tablet or small notebook. Easy to use, simple to set up, and no
special hardware required. www.SmartHotelSoftware.com
The Vela Uniti Top Sheet is now available in Espresso. The sheet has
a decorative accent woven into the top sheet, eliminating the need to
purchase separate decorative accent pieces. These 100% polyester top
sheets will stand up to industry-standard commercial laundering and
presents endless design possibilities. www.edentextile.com
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by Agata Kosinski

With spring around the corner, there seems to be a fresh mood and
outlook for the months ahead. We have weathered the worst of the
winter cold and we can now look forward to longer and brighter days.
There is comfort in the predictability of seasons, however, this year we
lack this predictability in Ottawa with a new minority government led by
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau.
Our goals remain the same, but our strategies now need to be
redirected. The minority status of the new Liberal government will
present some challenges as well as opportunities. However, the new
political landscape will bring with it a set of obvious questions like: What
will this new political situation mean for our national economy? How
will businesses in BC and Western Canada be impacted by this new
government? And, what policy changes can we expect on important
issues such as taxation, employment, and immigration.
A minority status for the Liberal party means that they will now need
the support of other parties to advance their agenda; alliances will need
to be sought before progress can be made on certain issues. In addition,
we have a newly reshuffled Cabinet with a number of new ministers,
whose new portfolios are being learned, refined, and understood. Our
current challenge is to educate a number of new MPs on the importance
of tax fairness and why digital platforms, like Airbnb, need to be taxed
like any other business in Canada. The BCHA and the Hotel Association
of Canada (HAC) have been calling on the government to tax Airbnb and
other short-term rental platforms. HAC’s #FairRules campaign for fair
taxation has slowly been taking effect, having been reiterated in all three
of the major party campaign platforms. Most recently, Finance Minister
Bill Morneau stated that the government will move forward with its plan
to ensure that digital companies pay their fair share of taxes in Canada.
With these new developments, it was imperative that we continue to
work to educate the newly elected MPs about the importance of tax
fairness, before the lobbying tactics of big industries like Airbnb interfere
with these proposed tax changes. In order to reinforce our previous
work and efforts, the BCHA joined HAC in participating in a Mini Hill Day

in Ottawa, in February. The goal of the Mini Hill Day was to meet with
targeted decision makers to educate them and turn them into champions
for change today. In order to foster this idea into law, it will depend on
how much support and pressure is applied from Members of Parliament
in the back channels. With this in mind, the BCHA and HAC targeted
Finance Officials, Liberal Members of Parliament and Senators as well
as Opposition parties. The Bloc Quebecois has also become more
important and relevant than in the previous parliament. In a situation of a
minority government, we need to find allies on all sides who will support
our cause. The Mini Hill Day was also strategically timed to align with
the government’s pre-budget consultation process, which allowed us
the opportunity to present tangible tax policy recommendations for the
government to consider in the 2020 Federal Budget.
Another key issue for the BCHA is labour, and this is another area
where we will continue to exert pressure on Ottawa for policy regulation
changes that would help our industry attract and retain employees. The
Economic Strategy Tables are a new model for industry-government
collaboration, focused on turning Canadian economic strengths into
global advantages. Tourism is among the six leading sectors that are
poised to bolster the Canadian economy through innovation-led, longterm growth. In order for tourism to grow, our industry needs a reliable
and adequate workforce, which will require Ottawa to reposition its
immigration policies for workers of all levels who wish to work in our
industry and settle in Canada.
The BCHA looks forward to working with all new and existing Members
of Parliament and other key decision-makers in the federal government
on ways to help hotels across the country and our province continue to
thrive in moving our Canadian economy forward.
In starting and now concluding with the theme of spring, where garden
beds must be carefully tended in order for them to flourish, the same
can be said for the future of our industry, which needs the dedicated
hand of Ottawa’s vision and committed hard work to weed out the bad
policies, to allow our industry to truly blossom and grow.
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Looking for a New
Employee Benefit?
Provide Anti-fatigue Floor Mats
by Joyce Hayne
Front desk employees spend their whole shift
on their feet, so if you want happier employees,
provide them with anti-fatigue mats.
A study by The Harris Poll on behalf of
Cintas revealed that 91% of adults feel that
employers should supply anti-fatigue floor
mats as a benefit for their employees who work
long hours on their feet. It also found that 93%
believe companies that provide anti-fatigue
floor mats care more about their employees’
health and comfort than those that do not.
“Long hours of standing can result in worker
fatigue and reduced productivity,” says Sean

Mulcahey, marketing manager, Cintas.
The survey also revealed that 94% of
Americans believe the health and comfort
of employees who work on their feet for
long hours should be a top priority for their
employers.
“Providing a comfortable work environment
can lead to happier, more productive
employees,” adds Mulcahey. “Anti-fatigue
mats are specially designed and constructed
to ease the physical strain that comes with
long periods of standing on the job.”
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How a Small Independent Property
Competes with the Chains
Robin Hood Inn & Suites Utilizes Technology
Victoria’s 56-room Robin Hood Inn & Suites
has undergone major property renovations
within the past three years and for General
Manager Sam Kirsch, finding ways to elevate
the guest experience from service to amenities
is a core priority.
With support from ownership, Kirsch
a n d h i s te a m h ave m a d e s i g n i f i c a n t
upgrades to each room, expressing their
commitment to modernity and innovation
while refreshing room interiors and upgrading
to premium mattresses wrapped in luxurious
bed dressings. Being quick to adopt new
technologies, the Robin Hood Inn & Suites
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introduced Chromecast in ever y room
and increased in-room Wi-Fi speeds to
exceed premium levels. Beyond the physical
improvements, they have brought new life to
the guest experience investing in amenities
and services that come complimentary to all
guests like kayak and e-bike rentals, shuttle
service to and from the airport/ferry dock, and
of course breakfast.
Kirsch has found a way to retain his awardwinning staff (no easy feat on the island)
ensuring their knowledge of the property and
surrounding area is enough to inform and
delight guests throughout their stay. “We pride

ourselves on creating a welcoming experience
for our guests and one way we have done
that is by hiring multilingual staff,” says Kirsch.
‘Our collective staff is able to assist guests in
five different languages representing some
of our top-producing markets, which is one
more layer of service that makes our guests
feel welcome.”
How does the staff at Robin Hood Inn &
Suites know where their guests are coming
from and how to tailor their service? Kirsch and
his team leverage Expedia Group’s $1.6 billion
investment in technology to sharpen their
competitive advantage in the market. Despite

being one of the few independent properties
on Victoria’s Gorge Road, they compete by
using Expedia Group’s easy-to-use revenue
management, marketing, distribution, and
guest management tools.
As a small independent property, Robin
Hood Inn & Suites is not alone in their
investment priorities. An Expedia Group study

from 2019 indicated a gap in technology
investment strategies and priorities among
chain hotels compared to small independent
properties. Chain hotels are nearly twice
as likely as small independent properties to
prioritize technology investments, when asked
what they would do with their non-operating
capital if they had to pick one thing to bet it all

on. Alternatively, small independent properties
are 1.5 times as likely as chain hotels to
prioritize room renovations, when asked to
select their top priority for capital expenditures
outside of keeping the lights on.
“Our experience with Expedia Group has
been excelled by the relationship we have with
our market manager who has introduced us
to Expedia Group Partner Central tools and
programs that showcase our unrivalled value.
Beyond a peaceful night of sleep, we provide
our guests with more ways to discover Victoria
and Expedia Group helps us tell our story.”
Kirsch leverages key insights and identifies
how his property is faring compared to their
competitive set. This way he can appropriately
adjust his rates and inventor y to meet
customer demand. He is also able to view
guest feedback indicating which amenities
they find most valuable, allowing him to
strategically refine his amenity offerings.
Robin Hood Inn & Suites has welcomed
more than 1.8 million guests since opening in
1963 and Kirsch and his team will keep looking
for ways to create the best guest experience
possible.
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Courtesy of Watermark Beach Resort

A Letter from BCHA’s
New CEO, Ingrid Jarrett
The hotel industry in the province of BC is
a community that I have been a part of for
many years, and I’m thrilled to join the BC
Hotel Association (BCHA), as President &
CEO, where I can have a profound impact on
a group that is so close to my heart.
I’ve been asked how I feel about the current
state of the industry, and what my coming into
this role will mean for the association, what the
priorities should be, and how we are going to
tackle the challenges at the forefront of our
community. Initial words that come to mind are
opportunity, partnerships, prosperity, growth,
collaboration, and perseverance.
Many of us, organizations and properties,
are working towards the same goals–to
provide guests and locals in the province of
BC with excellence in service and a positive
experience that they will never forget. I believe
that by banding together we can overcome
seemingly insurmountable challenges, and
re-establish ourselves as a forward-thinking,
innovative industry. As a province, we have
set high standards for ourselves, often making
‘must travel’ lists and ‘bucket list hotspots’
in publications and news outlets around
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the globe. By collaborating and sharing our
learnings and wins with each other, we can
maintain and even exceed that standard.
And, while I’m focused on the province as
a whole, we will not lose sight of our regional
differences. I think it’s important to recognize
that one region may be experiencing drastically
differing challenges than another–some areas
may have an abundance of resources where
others lack support. As an association, we are
here for you as your resource and will do our
best to assist you, however possible.
As we look to accelerate the evolution and
growth of our industry, I’m incredibly proud
to be representing our industry as the first
female president and CEO in the organization’s
century long history. It has been a goal of the
association to ensure that equal opportunity
is provided to all genders, as well as diversity,
and that we move towards an organization
with a more balanced senior leadership
team. While the hotel and lodging industry is
traditionally male dominated, I’m bullish about
creating opportunity for women interested in
pursuing higher management positions and
helping support their growth.

W ith that, I e ncourage eve r yone to
work together. In recent years we’ve been
challenged by a labour crisis, a lack of
housing for seasonal workers, and the
ongoing encroachment of short-term rental
properties into our regions. My goal is to
work with those who are facing these issues
together–align best practices and learn from
each other to help tackle these challenges
head on. Let’s take a page out of the national
book, work more closely with the Hotel
Association of Canada, and knock on our
neighbour’s door to the east (Alberta Hotel
and Lodging Association) as we address
similar battles.
Bringing more than three decades of
experience to the role in leading strategic
hospitality and tourism development, I’m eager
to work with the experts, partners, analysts,
the BCHA team and Board of Directors to drive
more value for members, advocate and be the
voice of the hotel industry on topics that matter
to us most, and to help build the profile of our
incredible industry in BC.

